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ABSTRACT 

Visualizations can stand in many relations to texts – and, 

as research into learning with pictures has shown, they 

can become particularly valuable when they transform the 

contents of the text (rather than just duplicate its message 

or structure it). But what kinds of transformations can be 

particularly helpful in the learning process?  In  this 

paper, we argue that interacting with, and creating, 

summaries of texts is a key transformation technique, and 

we investigate how textual and graphical summarization 

approaches, as well as automatic and manual 

summarization, can complement one another to support 

effective learning. 

Author Keywords 

Text summarization, text visualization, ubiquitous 

learning, semantic enrichment. 
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1.2.7 Natural Language Processing and text analysis; 

1.2.6 Learning.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Research reports indicate that text visualization, 

consistently improve learning performance [Levin, Anglin 

& Carney, 1987; Carney & Levin, 2002]. They suggest 

that text visualization becomes particularly valuable when 

the text transformation into a visual representation 

includes the recoding of information to make it more 

concrete and meaningful. In this paper, we argue that the 

process of creating and using text summaries is a key 

transformation technique for text visualization. 

There are also research studies that have shown that 

people learn better with both words and pictures than with 

one or the other alone [Mayer, 2009]. In this position 

paper we present a design proposal for the MDIGESTS 

tool, which combines textual and graphical 

summarization approaches to support ubiquitous learning 

activities. Ubiquitous learning is frequently defined in 

terms of the underlying technologies [Cope and Kalantzis 

2009]; our approach takes into consideration an 

instructional design with focus on the learner experience 

with summarization and visualization of text.  

In this paper, we investigate the use case of technology-

enhanced learning, in a combination of mobile and 

desktop settings.  

Our key ideas are the following: 

● We focus on learning approaches based on 

ubiquitous technology. This allows flexible 

access to learning resources at anytime from 

anywhere and with didactic constructs and tools 

that promote students’ more active role in 

learning activities. 

● We are fortunate that there is so much 

information available and constantly growing on 

the internet. However, this also leads to 

information overload. The summarization for 

learning approach presented here, attempts to 

streamline the focus on the specific learning 

topics to support effective ubiquitous learning.   

● To reduce information overload, we employ a 

combination of Natural Language Processing and 

Interactive Systems, leveraging automatic 

summarization, visualizations, and rich 

interaction. We iteratively enhance this further 

by techniques such as semantic enrichment with 

the help of Linked Open Data. 

In our approach, various summarization formats and 

learner activities complement one another. In each, the 

learner interacts with textual content, visualizations, and 

summarization tools in different ways. 
 

USE CASE 

Students from a course in “Knowledge Representation 

and Reasoning” are going to take a midterm exam on 

models of intelligence and the Web. These students have 

several exams to study for, and they could use their 

mobile devices to access information at anytime from 

anywhere to maximize their study time. However, reading 

full articles from a search on, for example, “machine 

intelligence” and selecting which are relevant is not very 



 

 

efficient in this setting. The students use the MDIGESTS
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tool which provides summarized descriptions of search 

results on the topic of interest from which the relevant 

articles can be rapidly selected and saved for later use as 

flashcards or as study material references. 

MDIGESTS presents an interactive graphical automatic 

summarization of one long document or multiple 

documents, in which nodes represent relevant concepts 

and links represent some key relationship between the two 

nodes, typically a measure of co-occurrence frequency 

within the texts (see Figures 1 and 2).  

 

Figure 1. MDIGESTS screenshot: basic summary. 

MDIGESTS rests on the single-document and multi-

document summarization approaches of MUSE and its 

extensions [Litvak & Last, 2012] [Mirchev and Last, 

2014] and of STORIES [Subašić & Berendt, 2010a, 

2010b] and its mobile version MSTORIES [Aguilar, 

2013].   

The MUSE (MUltilingual Sentence Extractor) approach 

to single-document summarization [Litvak & Last, 2012] 

uses a linear combination of 31 language-independent 

features from various categories for ranking each sentence 

in a document. Language-independent features do not 

require any morphological or syntactic analysis of the 

summarized text, and they may include the sentence 

position in a document, the number of characters and 

words in a sentence, the similarity of the sentence to the 

document title, and other statistical metrics. MUSE finds 

the best set of feature weights by a genetic algorithm 

trained on a collection of human-generated document 
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 MDIGESTS is a conceptual integration of the existing 

tools MSTORIES and MUSE (which are described 

below). 

summaries.  Formally, the MUSE model for sentence 

scoring can be expressed by the following formula: 

Score = ∑ wi × ri , 

 where ri is the value of i
th

 sentence feature and wi is its 

weight in the linear combination. 

 

Figure 2. MDIGESTS Screenshot: Filtered summary 

(example filter document publication dates) and query 

specification (enlarged nodes).  

The summarization module of MUSE performs an on-line 

summarization of input text(s). Each sentence of an input 

text document obtains a relevance score according to the 

trained model, and the top-ranked sentences are extracted 

to form the summary in their original order. To avoid 

duplicate content, a new sentence is added if and only if it 

is not similar to the previously selected sentences. The 

length of the resulting summaries is limited by a user-

specified value (maximum number of words or sentences 

in the text extract or a maximum extract-to-text ratio).  

The SentRel (Sentence Relations) multi-document 

summarization algorithm [Mirchev and Last, 2014] 

extends MUSE by assigning importance scores to 

documents and sentences in a collection based on two 

aspects: static and dynamic. In the static aspect, the 

significance scores are recursively inferred from a novel, 

tripartite graph representation of the text corpus. The 

graph includes three layers of disjoint entities: documents, 

sentences, and MUSE scores. In the dynamic aspect, the 

significance scores are continuously refined with respect 

to the current summary content.  

STORIES  was designed for summarizing the “stories” in 

time-indexed documents such as news articles, and its 

summarization approach is reused in MDIGESTS. For 

summarizing such documents, two strategies are 

important. First, articles can be filtered by the time frame 



 

 

of interest. Second, the relevance of content is determined 

by how frequently it is mentioned across articles and 

relative to the entire time frame in which a story happens. 

Technically, STORIES rests on content-bearing terms 

(words and named entities weighted by measures such as 

TF.IDF) and their associations. For the summarization of 

a time-indexed subset of the whole corpus, ct for period t, 

the frequency of the co-occurrence of all pairs of content-

bearing terms bj in documents is calculated as the number 

of occurrences of both terms in a window of w terms, 

divided by the number of all documents in ct. We call this 

measure local relevance with LRt (b1,b2) = freqt (b1,b2). 

LR normalised by its counterpart in the whole corpus C 

yields time relevance as the measure of burstiness: TRt 

(b1,b2) = ( freqt (b1,b2) / freqC (b1,b2) ). Thresholds are 

applied to avoid singular associations in small sub-

corpora and to concentrate on those associations that are 

most characteristic of the period and most distinctive 

relative to others. This gives rise to the story graphs Gt = 

<Vt ,Et >. The edges Et are the story elements: all pairs 

(b1,b2) with absolute frequencies and TR above the 

respective thresholds. The nodes are the terms involved in 

at least one association in this symmetric graph: Vt = { bj 

|∃  bk : (bj , bk ) ∃  Et }.  

In MDIGESTS,  time generally plays a smaller role than 

in news summarization (although filtering by publication 

date is still relevant) and often, one long document rather 

than many small documents must be summarized. In this 

case, frequencies are aggregated over the whole document 

rather than over multiple documents. When there are 

documents  or  document parts of different  relevance, the 

temporal processing of (M)STORIES is transformed into 

a processing based on the relevance weights, and  

burstiness is transformed into associations that are 

particularly salient in the relevant  documents /  document 

parts. 

Based on the context of the text to be summarized, 

semantic enrichment can be used to add additional entities 

and links to the summary graph. This is done based on 

DBPedia, due to which this can be seen as extending the 

summary graph with the relevant part(s) of the semantic 

web graph. The DBpedia project [Bizer et al., 2009] 

extracts structured information from Wikipedia, and the 

DBPedia data contain entities that correspond to 

Wikipedia pages and relations between DBpedia entities 

and other resources, including other knowledge bases. In 

this way, not only the graph is enriched, but entities can 

also link out to relevant pages on Wikipedia. This offers 

the students additional (multilingual) study resources. 

This approach is similar to other semantic enrichment 

methods [Mendes et al., 2011; Milne and Witten, 2008], 

in particular Enrycher
2
 [Štainer et al., 2010]. Our deep 

enrichment strategy (as described in [Lukovnikov, 2013]) 

is however optimized for short text fragments, and thus 

can also be leveraged for sentence level enrichment. 
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 http://ailab.ijs.si/tools/enrycher/ 

There are similar reports on web content summarization 

for mobile learning consumption, for example Yang et al 

(2012), however in that work, only textual summaries are 

retrieved and the users need to read them to select the 

relevant search results.    

The main importance of the MDIGESTS visualization for 

learning is that it provides visualization with detail-and-

context interaction. By selecting subgraphs, users can 

focus on parts of the graph that they are particularly 

interested in: students can use these graph parts for 

searching the most relevant content in a more efficient 

manner. 

In the learning setting, this detail-and-context 

functionality is employed to give cues for testing one’s 

knowledge: The learner (or the system) can select one 

edge (or a more complex subgraph) and test her 

knowledge of how these concepts relate to one another. 

An example in the scenario could be the link between 

``machine” and ``intelligence”.  

First, the learner receives a multiple-choice test describing 

the semantics of the edge. If she answers this correctly, 

she can proceed to the next part of the graph. If she does 

not answer it correctly, or if she wants to know more 

about the concepts, she can use the edge (or subgraph) to 

query the document collection underlying the 

summarization. This digging deeper has two modes: In 

the summary mode (suited for the mobile learning 

setting), the learner receives an automatic, query-

dependent summary of underlying documents, with the 

query being the chosen edge or subgraph. Thus, the 

graphical, STORIES-like, overview summary triggers a 

user interaction and user query, which lets the system 

respond with a more detailed sentence-based, MUSE-like, 

specific summary. This also answers often-voiced 

requests of STORIES users for sentential summary 

elements. (In the original STORIES news summarization, 

this request was met by a timeline depiction of highest-

ranking sentences per date.) In the full-text mode (suited 

for the desktop learning setting), the learner can inspect 

the various documents that gave rise to the edge or 

subgraph. 

These activities are largely receptive and should therefore 

be complemented by more constructionist elements in 

order to support deeper learning. This is done in the 

fourth component of our tool, the teaching of summary 

writing, which is designed for (although not restricted to) 

a desktop setting. The student reads the entire document 

or documents. The student starts writing her own 

abstractive summary with/without seeing the original text. 

The software limits the summary size (e.g., number of 

words). The software continuously calculates the scores 

of each summary sentence and of the entire summary. 

These scores can be presented continuously or on 

demand. The best and the worst summary sentences are 

presented in different colors. The student can add, modify 

http://ailab.ijs.si/tools/enrycher/


 

 

or remove summary sentences at any time subject to the 

summary size constraints. If relevant, the software 

presents sentences from the original texts that contain 

important information, which is missing in the student 

summary. The student can choose original sentences 

suggested by the software and then modify them. The 

calculation of scores and the system presentation of 

suggestions are based on the automatic summarization 

approaches described above. 

 
CONCLUSION 

We have discussed various summarization formats and 

their combination within a ubiquitous learning setting. 

Ubiquitous computing supports learning at anytime from 

anywhere.  The use case presented in our position paper 

underlines that in order to achieve effective and in-depth 

learning, specific summarization formats and didactic 

design combinations should be applied. For example, in 

the mobile and desktop settings, the learner interacts with 

textual content, visualizations, and summarization tools in 

different and complementing ways. We have argued that 

not only the use of automated summaries can support the 

learning process, but that the writing of summaries can be 

trained by the use of automated text summarization tools. 

Transforming the text content into a summary requires the 

learner to recode its content to make it more concrete and 

meaningful, thus making summarization a key learning 

activity. As this position paper presents a design proposal 

of the MDIGESTS tool for summarization-based learning, 

future work will be focused on implementing, testing and 

exploring the potential of the proposed tool in a broader 

context on additional use cases. 
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